
Time to enjoy 
your life
Create unforgettable moments for your  
residents, improve activity and the social  
interaction



Vitality - not a 
question of age
The residents of your facility experienced so many things. They enjoyed 
the nature, heard the sound of the ocean and explored cities. Long time 
ago - but days with happy memories.

Guide your residents back there and fill their 
lives with joy.

„With the THERA-Trainer route cycling system 
our nursinghome long stay clients are motiva-
ted to exercise again. The clients cycle along 
well known places in the Netherlands or make a 
tour abroad. They can cycle in their home town 
or village which also makes them remember 
good stories of the time they lived there. We also 
notice that they are able to cycle longer and have 
a lot more fun in exercising. The THERA-Trai-
ners are easy to set up which makes them very 
userfriendly, also for the wheelchair users. We 
look forward to the new software update and the 
possibility to add tours ourselves and offer game 
play to our clients.“

Jeroen Voois
Physiotherapist 
Envida Nursinghomes, Maastricht, Netherlands  

A study made in the USA (Schreiner 
et al, 2005) proofed when care home 
residents, suffering from dementia, 
are active they laugh or enjoy them-
selves seven times more per day.



„You can discover more about a person in 
an hour of play than in a year of conver-
sation.“

Platon



Cycle through foreign countries or wellknown cities with 
your residents. You will bring back memories and improve 
the physical and mental activity by the way.

Let the daily routine of your residents 
convert into a great experience.

Convince yourself of the enter- 
tainment package THERA-soft  
with THERA-Trainer tigo or mobi



Let the daily routine of your residents 
convert into a great experience.

   Twelve diversified video routes* ** which motivate and make fun
   For those who want more a game that stimulates maximum performance
   Experience close to reality which facilitates the social interaction
   Data tracking to follow up the training progress

We offer you

*  powered by MOTITECH - www.motitech.no | Further video routes in a database with more than  
1200 videos can be requested directely from our cooperation partner.

** Also easy embedding of your own videos



Say „YES“ to more quality  
in life in residential and 
care facilities.
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Interested?
Ask for your individual information without obligation.

Tel +49 7355-93 14-0 | info@thera-trainer.de | www.thera-trainer.de
medica Medizintechnik GmbH | Blumenweg 8 | 88454 Hochdorf | Germany


